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Growing up, I learned the value of philanthropy from my 
father. He would always tell me and my six brothers and 
sisters: Find a worthwhile cause to support, but don’t just 
write a check, give your time as well. His advice, as well as 
his example, still guides me today.

In our community, the cause close to my heart is Morristown Medical 
Center. Back in the ’90s, when our children were young, we visited 
the emergency department a few times. My wife, Eileen, and I were 
consistently impressed by the medical care our family received. To show 
our gratitude, we became donors and volunteers. Then, in 2004, I took on 
the chairmanship for the Campaign for the Heart, and I’ve been heavily 
involved ever since.  

Morristown Medical Center has made great progress, growing from a 
small community hospital to the number one hospital in New Jersey 
and one of the top 50 in the country. For me, being associated with such 
a successful medical center has obvious benefits. If my family has a 
problem, we can be here in 12 minutes. It’s a comfort for us, as it is for 
so many in our community, to know that we have access to extraordinary 
care close to home. 

Today, I’m proud to serve as chairman for the Growing Forward Campaign,   
which will strengthen three centers of excellence at Morristown Medical 
Center: Gagnon Cardiovascular Institute, Goryeb Children’s Hospital 
and Carol G. Simon Cancer Center. Our medical center’s success has 
created a greater demand for our services as patients come to us from all 
corners of New Jersey and beyond. To put it simply, we’re running out of 
space to care for our patients and we need your help. Your gift, no matter 
the amount, will make a difference. Our Growing Forward Campaign 
will ensure we are continuing to provide the best patient-centered care 
while ushering in a new era of medicine. Philanthropy is what will propel 
Morristown Medical Center to the next level.  

It’s important to my family that Morristown Medical Center continues to 
grow and thrive - that’s why I’m following my dad’s advice by giving my 
time and my treasure. Please join us in supporting our Growing Forward 
Campaign with your time or a gift of any amount. To learn more, please 
visit our website and watch our campaign video at www.f4mmc.org. With 
your help, there’s no limit to what we can do. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Les Quick
Chairman
Growing Forward Campaign 

CAMPAIGN CHAIRMAN’S LETTER 



Building healthier communities is a 
rigorous mission for any hospital to 
undertake. For more than 125 years, 
Morristown Medical Center (MMC) has 
accomplished its goal of delivering high-
quality and innovative health care, in 
part due to loyal donors. The impact of 
philanthropy has once again helped the 
hospital earn the number one ranking in 
New Jersey by U.S. News & World Report 
as well as recognition as a national leader 
for cardiology and orthopedics.

With every success comes the need for 
improvement, renovation and expansion 
to continue serving the community with 
excellent medical care. The Growing 
Forward Campaign, an ambitious $38.5 
million capital investment, will enable 
the hospital to do just that – revamp, 
modernize and expand three of its 
centers of excellence in heart, cancer and 
pediatrics. The hospital has undertaken 
the multiple construction projects in 
phases, and even though some are 
complete, the fundraising continues. 

“As a nonprofit hospital, support for new 
capital projects, innovative research, 
equipment and the expansion and 
development of programs comes from 
our generous donors,” says Trish O’Keefe, 
PhD, RN, president of Morristown 
Medical Center. “As we grow forward, 
the support from our community will 
enable us to continue to provide world-
class treatments, expand access for our 
communities and provide extraordinary 
patient-and-family-centered care.”

Gagnon Cardiovascular Institute: 
Raising the Roof on Heart Care
Ranked among the top 20 heart programs 
in the nation, Gagnon Cardiovascular 

Institute logs nearly 100,000 patient 
visits each year. It often operated close to 
capacity, creating backlogs in the Sameth 
Emergency Department and elsewhere 
in the hospital. What’s more, outpatient 
labs were regularly full and patients 
needing non-invasive imaging procedures 
could wait up to six weeks. With demand 
only expected to increase exponentially 
with improved technologies, an aging 
population that continues to grow and 
a steady rise in diseases, an expansion 
proved the necessary remedy. The 
55,400-square-foot addition completed 
this fall created 72 new private rooms, 
enabling all cardiac patients to be housed 
under the same roof to improve safety, 
efficiency and workflow. With the new 
cardiac MRI scanner, cardiologists can 
now scan two patients simultaneously for up 
to 12 patients a day, improving patient care. 

Carol G. Simon Cancer Center: 
The Pinnacle of Patient- 
Centered Care
Each year, nearly 40,000 patients receive 
expert care at Carol G. Simon Cancer 
Center at Morristown Medical Center. 
This patient volume is only expected 
to grow as an aging population drives 
demand. An anticipated increase in lung, 
breast, pancreatic, thyroid and melanoma 
cancers will draw even more patients, 
putting further strain on already high 
patient volumes. On top of this, patients 
must navigate services and treatments 
on different floors, adding stress to 
visits. The solution? A redesign that will 
create 20 percent more useable space, 
centralizing the care team and related 
services in one location. Improvements 
to the new Infusion Center will promote 
a healing environment, and infusion bays 

will increase from 24 to 36. Reconfiguring 
the lobby into a Patient Access Center will 
also streamline registration. 

Goryeb Children’s Hospital: 
Keeping Stride with Saving 
Young Lives 
In the last decade, Goryeb Children’s 
Hospital has experienced a staggering 
80 percent increase in patient volume. 
These days, it’s often full, with more 
than 50,000 patients treated annually. At 
the Valerie Fund Children’s Center, a 28 
percent increase in patient visits means 
the center is running out of space to treat 
its most vulnerable pediatric oncology 
and blood disorder patients. As part of the 
Growing Forward Campaign, the expanded 
Valerie Center will soon have room to 
grow in its new location on the third 
floor. Meanwhile, the expanded Joan and 
Edward Foley Pediatric Intensive Care Unit 
opened this fall with six additional beds, 
up from nine. The Ryan Family Pediatric 
Inpatient Unit, which opened previously, 
added eight private rooms. These rooms, 
combined with the 26-bed Vanech Family 
Pediatric Inpatient Unit, brings inpatient 
(non-critical care) to 34 beds.

“Now more than ever, the hospital’s future 
is bright with unlimited opportunities,” 
says Jim Quinn, the Foundation’s chief 
development officer. “This is the most 
exciting time of my tenure. Our Growing 
Forward Campaign will position us 
strategically for the future. We’re ushering 
in a new era of medicine so that we can 
continue to serve our community for 
generations to come.” 

For more information, please visit  
www.f4mmc.org.

Growing Forward Campaign:  
Raising the Bar Beyond #1 
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FOCUS



Reconfiguring the lobby into a new Patient Access Center at Carol G. Simon 
Cancer Center will offer a one-stop patient care experience.
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At Gagnon Cardiovascular Institute, spacious new rooms provide a healing environment for patients.
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The new infusion center at the Valerie Fund Children’s Center at Goryeb 
Children’s Hospital will feature a combination of eight open and private 
infusion bays for chemotherapy and bloodwork.  

The success of the Growing Forward Campaign 
depends upon community involvement. To learn 
more about the campaign needs or to donate, 
please visit www.f4mmc.org. 



Simon Foundation 
Legacy Continues

It’s an understatement to say that the William 
E. Simon Foundation is a benevolent donor to 
Morristown Medical Center. There’s the gift the 
family made more than 20 years ago to name the 
Carol G. Simon Cancer Center after their beloved 
mother. Then came the longstanding and generous 
support of Project Independence, a relief fund that 
helps hospital patients and their families. After that, 
additional gifts were made supporting the Child 
Development and Autism Center at Goryeb Children’s 
Hospital, The Yarnis Parkinson’s and Movement 
Disorders Rehabilitation Center and Women’s Health.

The latest example – a $1 million grant to support 
the Growing Forward Campaign’s renovations at the 
Simon Cancer Center – will help redesign the facility, 
making it easier for patients to navigate their care in 
one location.

“We have been helpful and generous to the hospital for more than 40 
years,” says Peter Simon, managing partner at Massey Quick Simon & Co., 
LLC, co-founder of William E. Simon & Sons and former chairman of the 
Foundation for Morristown Medical Center’s board of trustees. “There have 
been so many major gifts, I’ve lost count.”

That’s because when the Simon family sees a need, they’re quick to fill it. 
“Our family is glad to be a part of the latest campaign and strategic needs, as 
we are happy to be able to be generous,” says Mr. Simon.

Pictured above: (l-r) Surrounding the portrait of Carol G. 
Simon at the 20th anniversary of the Carol G. Simon  
Cancer Center dedication last spring are her children: Katie 
Simon, former chair of the Women’s Health Philanthropy 
Council; Leigh Porges, Foundation emeritus trustee; Mary 
Streep; Peter Simon, Foundation emeritus trustee and 
Julie Munro. Not pictured: Aimee Simon, who assists with 
the Foundation for Morristown Medical Center’s Project 
Independence, and Billy Simon.  
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Our family is glad to be a part of the latest campaign 
and strategic needs, and we are happy to be able to 
be generous.”

“



Giving Families
Once again, the Foley 
family answered the 
call to help Morristown 
Medical Center care 
for the region’s most 
critically ill children. For 
the past few years, the 
Joan and Edward Foley 
Pediatric Intensive Care 
Unit (PICU) operated 
at 100 percent capacity 
during peak times. High 
patient volumes and 
increasing community 
demands made 
expanding the unit a top priority. Thanks to lead Growing Forward Campaign 
gifts from the Foley family, as well as Dean and Denise Vanech and Rod and 
Dianne Ryan, the relocated and expanded Foley PICU opened this fall.  More 
than doubling its original size, the 13,200-square-foot space increased the 
total number of beds from nine to 15. 

“Our family wants to continue the tradition of support to a wonderful hospital 
that is so deserving,” says Edward J. “Kim” Foley, III. “We’re so happy to be a 
part of an even larger group of people that are collectively making this happen.” 

When Goryeb Children’s Hospital was under construction nearly 20 years ago, 
it was the Foleys who rallied with a lead gift that helped create the critical care 
unit, named in their parents’ honor. 

GAGNON GOALS
As a long-time area resident, Robert Tafaro 
appreciates the benefits of Morristown Medical 
Center (MMC) and Gagnon Cardiovascular 
Institute. Both institutions offer world-class 
healthcare to the community and beyond.  
It’s one of the reasons he and his wife, 
Catherine, became benefactors. It’s also 
why he’s active in generating philanthropy for Gagnon’s 
expansion efforts as a member of the Growing Forward Campaign 
executive committee.

The two floors added to the top of Gagnon couldn’t come soon enough, with 
patient visits soaring close to 100,000 a year. “Think about that number for a 
minute, that’s a lot of people going through the doors every day and a lot of lives 
being changed,” says Mr. Tafaro, incoming chairman of the Foundation’s board of 
trustees. “There are now so many grateful patients – from our community and 
around the world – who’ve had positive experiences. They’re adding a whole new 
network of support. It’s wonderful to see.” 
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Gagnon Cardiovascular Institute  
expansion project 

Carol G. Simon Cancer Center  
renovation project

Pictured above:  
Robert Tafaro and Foundation Chief Development Officer Jim Quinn 

“ Our Growing Forward  

Campaign will serve as a 

catalyst for a new era in  

medicine, increasing access to 

our services and investing in 

our future. It will strengthen 

three areas of excellence at 

Morristown Medical Center.”

Noel and Edward “Kim” Foley (center) surrounded by their family
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Goryeb Children’s Hospital  
expansion and renovation project

— Lee Williamson, Foundation Director 
of Principal Gifts and Campaigns 
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Inspiring Others
Kim and Finn Wentworth recognize a 
leader when they see one. Emulating the 
generosity and leadership of the Simon 
and Gagnon families, the Wentworth’s 
$1 million gift to the Growing Forward 
Campaign will be split between the 
renovation at Carol G. Simon Cancer 
Center and the expansion of the Gagnon 
Cardiovascular Institute, with a portion also 
going toward Women’s Health.

“My wife, Kim, and I are honored to be 
associated with these long-time members 
of the community,” says Mr. Wentworth. 
“Their seemingly boundless enthusiasm to 
care for both friends and strangers inspires 
us to hopefully help inspire others.” 

Mr. Wentworth, who chairs the 
Foundation’s board of trustees, also 
appreciates the hospital’s prominent 
standing, both locally and nationally. “It’s 
the number one hospital in New Jersey, 
once again, and a national leader for care,” 
he says.

Jets Tackle Fundraising
Off the football field, stellar teamwork set the tone at the New York Jets Legends 
Charity Golf Classic on August 12, as the Jets scored big in the game of charity 
once again. Teaming up with the Foundation, more than 40 legendary players 
from the Jets franchise joined dozens of five-person scrambles at the Morris 
County Golf Club for the 18-hole tournament. Along with sunny skies, nearly 200 
golfers helped support a worthy cause. Part of the proceeds from the fundraiser 
will help expansion efforts at Gagnon Cardiovascular Institute – nationally ranked 
in cardiology since 2012, specializing in open-heart, minimally invasive and 
non-invasive procedures.

“The Jets continue to be a wonderful philanthropic partner,” says Bonnie 
Gannon, director of corporate and foundation relations at the Foundation. “It was 
a beautiful and festive day with the Jets cheerleaders and Legends Alumni all 
joining in. Through this year’s golf outing, the Jets stepped up to provide crucial 
support for the hospital.”

Corporate sponsorship racked up another 
touchdown, making this day even more spectacular. Zotec Partners 

was the largest Morristown Medical Center sponsor for the outing at $32,500 
and then Colliers International, Medtronic, Inc. and Melillo Consulting wowed the 
crowd with $10,000 sponsorships. 

Through past golf outings, the New York Jets have supported the hospital 
by helping to fund research efforts for the Pediatric Bone Health Fund, the 
renovation of Carol G. Simon Cancer Center and the expansion of the Joan and 
Edward Foley Pediatric Intensive Care Unit and the Valerie Fund Children’s 
Center at Goryeb Children’s Hospital.

Kim and Finn Wentworth
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Pictured (l-r)  
Dean Vanech,  
Jets Legend Stevie 
Anderson, Emerson 
Automation Solutions 
Senior Executives 
Gordon Muir and 
Manish Bhandari, 
Foundation Chief 
Development  
Officer Jim Quinn
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TOYS TENFOLD AND MORE
As Miten Patel waited in the hallway while his infant son was being cared for by 
neonatal doctors at a local hospital, a social worker handed him a toy to cheer 
him up. The act of kindness stunned the distraught dad. After his son recovered, 
Mr. Patel began his mission to help other children. 

“If a child is in the hospital, I want to make him smile,” says Mr. Patel, the owner 
of six Dunkin’ stores. “Medicine isn’t the only thing that heals. Let’s bring them 
a little joy.”

With six visits to Goryeb Children’s Hospital and counting, 
Mr. Patel has donated DVDs, coloring 

books, action figures and dolls as 
well as hot chocolate, donuts 
and coffee. His kindness didn’t 
stop there. Connecting Goryeb 
to the Joy in Childhood 
Foundation at Dunkin’ 
Corporate resulted in a 

$10,000 gift to the Child 
Life Program in 2018.

So Many Helping Hands
Being a good neighbor means giving in times 
of need, and nothing says that stronger than 
the support Morristown Medical Center 
receives from its corporate neighbors: 
Emerson Automation Solutions (formerly 
Automatic Switch Company) and Selective 
Insurance Group, Inc. For 25 years, they have 
proven to be the best kind of neighbors there 
are – ones that can always be counted on.

Both companies have generously supported the 
Growing Forward Campaign’s expansion efforts 
at Gagnon Cardiovascular Institute. Each gave 
$100,000 to the heart institute’s improvement 
efforts that were completed this fall. The swift 
completion of this ambitious project is a direct 
result of the generous donor base, including 
corporate support. 

“Emerson, located in nearby Florham Park, 
and Selective, located in Sussex County, show 
us that we have good neighbors both near and 
far,” says Bonnie Gannon, Foundation director, 
corporate and foundation relations. “They see 
the value in giving back to support initiatives 
that will improve the health care we provide 
to the community and to their employees. We 
value our partnerships and are grateful for 
their support.”

Through the Growing Forward Campaign, 
a healing environment was enhanced at 
Gagnon by building private rooms with large 
windows that allow an abundance of natural 
therapeutic light. Three stations on each floor 
provide our nursing staff with clear views into 
patient rooms, enabling a quick response to 
their needs.

Pictured above: Three new nursing stations on each of 
the two new floors at Gagnon Cardiovascular Institute 
have improved patient care.
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Pictured: (l-r) Miten Patel, Caryn 
Battaglia, Bhavin Patel, Goryeb 
Children’s Hospital Child Life 
Specialist Kristin Holtzman 

DOUBLE THE FUN
Kids4Kids members Sydney and Whitney Lapper and Cole Ekert certainly had 
their hustle on at Juniors Fore Goryeb, the second annual golf fundraiser 
sponsored by the Foundation’s youth philanthropy group. The event co-chairs 
helped raise $30,000 toward gaming equipment for pediatric patients, doubling 
last year’s proceeds. The nine-hole  
outing drew 40 golfers ranging in ages 
from 10-18 at Roxiticus Golf Club  
in Mendham. 

All the golfers and volunteers aced the 
day. “Everyone was excited to help the 
kids at Goryeb Children’s Hospital,” 
says Gerri Kling, the Foundation’s 
major gifts officer. “Young golfers don’t 
often get the opportunity to play for a  
good cause.”

Special media coverage was provided 
by former GCH patient Collin Berg. 
With the help of Calling All Kids, 
the Women’s Association’s 24-hour 
television network that airs throughout 
the hospital, Collin interviewed golfers 
and volunteers about their A-game 
efforts on the green. To view the video 
and photo gallery, visit f4mmc.org/
juniors-fore-goryeb. Pictured: (l-r) Sydney Lapper, Cole Ekert, Whitney Lapper
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More than a decade ago, when Lois and 
Neil Gagnon considered making a 
significant donation to help build a new 
cardiovascular institute at Morristown 
Medical Center, Lois playfully nudged 
her husband to get things rolling. 

Here’s how Mr. Gagnon tells it: “Lois 
said to me, ‘Hey Neil, why don’t you step 

up and make a lead gift? What are we going 
to do with the money when we die?’” 

He readily agreed with the wisdom behind his wife’s words. 
Today, Gagnon Cardiovascular Institute is the largest and 
leading cardiac surgery program in New Jersey, ranked 
among the 50 top hospitals in the nation for cardiology and 
heart surgery by U.S. News & World Report. 

“We were thrilled to have a role in shaping cardiovascular 
care in our community,” says Mr. Gagnon. “We’re proud of 
this facility and support the fantastic and life-saving work 
that is performed here, day in and day out. We always 
believed that if you make a great sandbox, people will 
want to play in it. That has certainly been the case with 
this cardiovascular institute. The sandbox we’ve built is 
impressive and has attracted so many patients, that we 
needed to make it bigger.”

This spring, as the Gagnons helped celebrate the 10-year 
anniversary of the cardiac institute that bears their name, 
the addition of two floors neared completion as part of the 
hospital’s Growing Forward Campaign. The couple stepped 
up to lead this capital campaign as well. 

“The Growing Forward 
Campaign is important 
because we had outgrown 
our facilities,” says Mrs. 
Gagnon. “Patients in the 
emergency department 
could wait more than 
four hours for a room. 
We didn’t want anyone 
uncomfortable. There’s 
not a lot you can do when 
you’re so popular and 
everyone wants to be 

at Morristown Medical Center. By adding 72 rooms, we 
can now put cardiac patients in rooms more quickly and 
alleviate this issue.” 

It’s not surprising that the Gagnons once again answered 
the hospital’s request for help. Their involvement began 
years back, when a stunned hospital telemarketer 
accepted their more-than-generous pledge during a call 
seeking financial support after an emergency department 
visit. Their involvement grew from there. Mr. Gagnon 
co-chaired the campaign for Carol G. Simon Cancer Center 
and chaired the campaign for Goryeb Children’s Hospital, 
along with his wife, and their gift helped create the Gagnon 
Children’s Emergency Center. Mr. Gagnon also served 
on the Foundation’s board of trustees, and they are both 
honorary trustees.  

The Gagnons are quick to recommend MMC to family and 
friends, given the excellent medical care they’ve received 
over the years. Their third child was born here as well as 
ten of their 19 grandchildren, and Mrs. Gagnon underwent 
two successful knee surgeries. 

“When we’re around town – at the grocery store or having 
dinner – people stop and tell us what a great experience 
they had at MMC – it’s one of our greatest rewards,” says 
Mrs. Gagnon. “It’s a wonderful experience for us, and we’re 
thrilled to help our community.”
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VOLUNTEER 
PORTRAIT NEIL AND LOIS GAGNON

The Gagnon family

Neil and 
Lois Gagnon 

Edmund M. Kramer 
Photographers, Inc.

We’re proud of this facility and support 
the fantastic and life-saving work that is 
performed here, day in and day out.”

“
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To view more photos, please visit our 
Events Gallery at f4mmc.org/events.

Gagnon Cardiovascular 
Institute Turns 10 
For the 10th anniversary celebration of 
Gagnon Cardiovascular Institute on June 
7, guests got a sneak peak of the institute’s 
expansion project, part of the Growing 
Forward Campaign. 

Pictured right: (l-r) Shirley and Russell Buchanan

Photos: Sal Benedetto Photography

Pictured above: (l-r) Philippe Genereux, 
MD and Foundation Honorary Trustees 
Lois and Neil Gagnon

Pictured left: (l-r) Grant Parr, MD,  
Helen Parr, Sue Bruen, Foundation 
Trustee Bill Bruen, Jr.

HAPPENINGS
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Heart to Heart
The Women’s Philanthropy Council lecture 
featured C. Noel Bairey Merz, MD, director of 
the Barbra Streisand Women’s Heart Center 
at Cedars-Sinai Medical Center, who sparked 
a frank discussion about women’s heart 
health on April 26. Generous support for the 
event was provided by Quest Diagnostics.  

Pictured left: C. Noel Bairey Merz, MD

Pictured: (l-r) Cindy Ross, Stacy Schiffman, Amy 
Rhinelander, Foundation Emeritus Trustees Anne 
DeLaney and Leigh Porges
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A Sunny Tribute
A sundial was dedicated in honor of Walker D. Kirby in 

Mickey’s Garden at Goryeb Children’s Hospital. Donated 

by Adrienne Kirby in honor of her mother-in-law, who 

loved children and gardening. Members of the Garden 

Club of Morristown as well as hospital representatives 

were on hand for the spring celebration. 



For more information contact Cynthia O’Donnell, JD • Director of Gift Planning • 973-593-2418 • cynthia.odonnell@atlantichealth.org
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Veterans’ Lunch  
Honors Foundation 
Trustees and AHS Staff  
Memorial Day festivities began early this year when the Foundation’s team-
building group, the FunRaisers, celebrated five local veterans – four Foundation 
trustees and one Foundation staff member – at a luncheon on May 20 at  
the Foundation.  

With more than 35 attendees, laughter and tears dotted the afternoon. 
Foundation Trustees William D. Bruen, Jr., and Richard P. Diegnan and Emeritus 
Trustees Thomas Welsh and Ames L. Filippone, Jr., MD, along with Lee 
Williamson, the Foundation’s director of principal gifts and campaigns, shared 
snippets of their time spent serving in the U.S. Armed Forces.

“I could have listened 
to their stories all 
afternoon,” says 
Jim Quinn, the 
Foundation’s chief 
development officer. 
“It’s incredible what 
they have collectively 
accomplished in 
serving our country.”

With humor and poise, the anecdotes came pouring out. Mr. Bruen recalled 
manning a closed-in weapon system that detected incoming enemy missiles on 
a naval destroyer while traveling to Cyprus, Lebanon and Angola. Dr. Filippone 
talked about performing an appendectomy while on a naval ship at sea in the 
middle of the night, while Mr. Diegnan shared about his Army unit serving during 
the Berlin crisis. Mr. Welsh described feeling scared, yet patriotic, as he was 
shipped off to Quantico Marine base, later becoming a helicopter pilot and flying 
a Huey gunship helicopter during the Vietnam era. Ms. Williamson related how 
she learned the benefit of being part of a team while playing the euphonium and 
trombone during Air Force Band ceremonies that honored fallen soldiers from 
Operation Desert Storm.

Bringing the event full circle, guests learned about military support happening 
stateside through the West Point Mom’s Bake Group. Lori Morsch, the 
Foundation’s office manager and executive assistant and a mom of an active 
U.S. Army service member herself, is part of this group of U.S. Army moms who 
send packages monthly to servicemen and women overseas. Mrs. Morsch, a pro 
at giving these packages her all, put the crowd to work. The audience filled 12 
large boxes to be shipped out the following morning.

Pictured above: Foundation Trustee William D. Bruen, Jr., talks about his service in the U.S. Navy.

Pictured: (l-r) Paul Lombardi, MD; Kanisha Boyd-
Basden, RN, MSN; Department of Orthopedics Chair-
man James Wittig, MD

Perks of Giving
Donors got inside access into all things 
orthopedics at the Annual Donor 
Appreciation Breakfast on June 12 at 
the Basking Ridge Country Club. While 
Paul M. Lombardi, MD, an orthopedic 
surgeon, explained the clinical side of joint 
replacement, Kanisha Boyd-Basden, RN, 
MSN, a nurse manager for the Orthopedic 
Department, discussed post-surgery 
patient care.  

“We wanted to give donors information 
about the totality of care,” says Joette 
Rosato, director of Annual Giving at the 
Foundation. “Through this event, our 
donors have access to physicians and staff 
that they normally wouldn’t. They can ask 
questions about hot topics of the day.”

Breaking Addiction
In New Jersey alone, heroin has caused 
more than 5,000 deaths since 2004, and the 
number of alcohol-related deaths is double 
the national average. 

Thanks, in part, to a $25,000 grant from The 
Allergan Foundation, Morristown Medical 
Center is stepping up its efforts to curb 
this epidemic by expanding its Alcohol and 
Substance Use Assessment and Treatment 
Service for medical and surgical patients. 
Two new peer recovery specialists will meet 
with patients bedside to discuss substance 
use and help identify ways to intervene.

“All too often, these problems are 
overlooked or poorly treated,” says Thomas 
Zaubler, MD, MPH, chairman, Department of 
Psychiatry and Behavioral Health. “Our new 
specialists will assist the transition from 
inpatient to outpatient care and stay in touch 
with patients after they leave the hospital.”
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Precise Planning

LEGACYgiving

Q A&

For more information contact Cynthia O’Donnell, JD • Director of Gift Planning • 973-593-2418 • cynthia.odonnell@atlantichealth.org

Cynthia O’Donnell, JD, 
director of gift planning

As a medical student in the 1950s, Ames 
L. Filippone, Jr., MD, retired chairman of 
Morristown Medical Center’s Department 
of Surgery, enjoyed all of his courses. But 
when it came to his surgical classes, he was 
instantly hooked. 

“I thought, ‘Zingo – this is it!’” says the 
91-year-old. “The topic hit me as extremely 
appealing. It was the mechanics of it, 
the eye-hand coordination and spatial 
relationships. It came naturally to me.”

He was right. A career as a surgeon was 
the perfect fit for Dr. Filippone, who went 
on to spend 38 years at Morristown Medical 
Center, working alongside many other gifted 
physicians. There was one doctor that stood 
out more than the others. Eugene Watkins, 
MD, frequently asked Dr. Filippone to assist 

him, and they shared more than 500 cases together. Over the years, they became close 
colleagues and friends. “Gene was a well-trained and technically capable surgeon who was 
able to set high standards for the residents,” says the Mantoloking resident. “I felt drawn to 
him because of the quality of his style of work. It fit in with what I liked.”

It’s no wonder that Dr. Filippone decided to honor his long-time friend, who passed away in 
2010, with a $15,000 bequest to benefit surgical resident training. “It’s important to help the 
hospital,” he says. “Most physicians have benefitted from their relationship with the hospital. 
Giving a planned gift is a form of gratitude, as you would do the same for the university that 
trained you.”

It has been several decades since Dr. Filippone, the Foundation’s Augusta Stone Award 
recipient, put away his surgical tools, but some talents die hard. He now spends his hours 
building mini wooden replicas of famous buildings, such as the Capitol in Washington, DC, the 
Arch of Titus in Rome and the Duomo Cathedral in Florence. “It takes the same fine motor 
skills and hand-eye coordination as surgery,” he says. “I can get into the flow, and suddenly I 
look up, and it’s already two in the morning.”

Q:  How can I take an immediate tax 
deduction, avoid a capital gains tax  
and at the same time give to my  
favorite charity?

A:  You can receive an immediate charitable 
deduction of up to 30 percent of your 
adjusted gross income (AGI) and avoid 
capital gains tax by donating long-
term appreciated stock (including 
privately/closely held stock) or other 
securities (held for at least one year) to 
Morristown Medical Center (MMC). 

Q:  What are the advantages of making a 
gift over the age of 70½?

A:  At 70½ or older, donors can make a 
gift to charity – deemed as a qualified 
charitable distribution (QCD) – for up 
to $100,000, while excluding it from 
their taxable income. Making a QCD 
has several advantages. First, a QCD 
counts toward satisfying the individual’s 
required minimum distribution (RMD) 
for that year. This distribution is 
excluded from the taxpayer’s income 
under the new tax bill. Since a QCD – 
unlike a regular RMD – is not included 
in a donor’s AGI, another benefit is a 
lower Medicare Part B premium.

Q:  How can a donor avoid double-taxation 
on IRAs, 401ks and 403Bs?

A:  By making MMC a partial or sole 
beneficiary, donors can avoid double-
taxation and not have to pay estate tax; 
New Jersey residents may have to pay 
income tax. A beneficiary designation 
can easily be made by contacting your 
IRA administrator. Donors can continue 
to take withdrawals during their lifetime, 
adjusting the beneficiary designations if 
their family’s needs change.

On May 15, Eric Goldberg, Esq., founder and principal of the 
NJ Elder Law Center at Mandelbaum Salsburg, spoke to 
Brookfield Legacy Society members and annual donors 
about elder care issues. A specialist in finance, tax law and 
government benefits, Mr. Goldberg discussed the intricacies 

of estate and long-term care planning for seniors.

Dr. Ames L. Filippone, Jr.
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FAITH MERCURO

Faith Mercuro certainly had 
her family’s support after 
her mammogram came back 
abnormal. Her cousins tagged 
along with her to all her 
appointments, holding her 
hand and offering kind  
words. But she had a hard 
time keeping her thoughts 
from racing as she sat in  
the waiting room at the  
Carol W. and Julius A.  
Rippel Breast Center.  

“There was nothing to pick up 
or look at to keep my mind 
off what was about to 
happen,” she says.  “I 
had two biopsies in 
one day and being 
afraid of needles 
made it hard for 
me to focus on 
staying calm. I 
had to think about 
where I was and 
what I was there 
for. I needed to 
ground myself.”

After returning home, 
she received the news that 
nobody wants to hear: stage one 
breast cancer. Scared and overwhelmed 
while waiting for a double lumpectomy, 
she found her thoughts drifting back to 
that waiting room. As she sat meditating 
one morning, an idea formed. Why  
not create a tranquility chest to help 
other patients?

Excited for a distraction, she set out on a 
shopping spree. She bought a pretty floral 
box and filled it with inspirational books, 
rosary beads, CDs and a journal. She 
wrote a message on the first page, an 
intention that the environment would be 
peaceful when waiting for testing. 

As a yoga enthusiast and regular 
meditator, Ms. Mercuro knows the 
importance of creating a calm and 
healing space for herself. She was 
thrilled to find the robust Integrative 
Medicine (IM) Program led by Jean Marie 
Rosone, LCSW, coordinator of integrative 
oncology, at the Carol G. Simon Cancer 
Center. “Without Jean Marie and the IM 
offerings, I don’t know if I’d be alive,”  
she says. 

Ms. Mercuro embraced 
every form of holistic 

healing offered: 
yoga, Healing 

Touch, Jin 
Shin Jyutsu, 
Reiki, music 
therapy 
and art 
therapy. The  
I CAN-CER 
VIVE Program 

– an 8-week 
mind, body, 

spirit class – 
helped immensely. 

Music in the Atrium, 
funded through the Jeffrey 

F. Wacks Memorial Fund, provided 
a place to gather – with other cancer 
patients who became her friends – in 
the Simon Cancer Center lobby before 
treatments. “I could be myself and talk 
about my fears, things that I didn’t want 
to talk to my family about,” she says. 

“Having coffee and listening to music felt 
beautiful and normal. It helped me to 
relax before my radiation treatments.”

It was Ms. Rosone’s visit, pre-surgery, 
that made a tremendous impact. “I was 
already in the gown and the bed, hooked 
up to an IV, and Jean Marie gave me 
Reiki,” says Ms. Mercuro. “I was so afraid, 
because I had never been in a hospital for 
surgery before. Seeing her brought such 
calm and peace; having her smiling face 
and touch, someone and something that I 
knew. She helped me feel that I would be 
okay going into surgery.”

Since then, Ms. Mercuro has moved 
through her surgery and post-treatment 
one day at a time. 

She’s grateful for the donor-funded IM 
Program that helped bring her peace. “I 
always thank and pray for the donors who 
make all of these wonderful programs 
and this medical care available to our 
community,” she says. “I don’t know 
them, but they are doing so much for  
so many people.”

As for Ms. Mercuro’s tranquility chest, 
nurses at the Rippel Breast Center are 
taking her lead. They’ve added crayons, 
coloring sheets and aromatherapy tabs 
to inhale for relaxation. “The staff is very 
thankful for the tranquility chest, it has 
brought inspiration, courage and peace 
to our patients on their journey,” says 
Renee Trambert, RN, at the Rippel 
Breast Center. “Faith is an inspiration 
and has touched so many lives.”
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Faith Mercuro displays the tranquility chest she created.
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Pictured above: (l-r) Faith Mercuro and Coordinator of Integrative Oncology Jean Marie Rosone, LCSW.



Thomas and Ann Haeussler always knew that nurses are special people, 
but during Mr. Haeussler’s 30-day stay at Gagnon Cardiovascular 
Institute, that sentiment was reinforced again and again. 

It all started last spring, when Mr. Haeussler, 51, was admitted for a 
simple valve repair. Due to unforeseen complications, his expected 
five-day visit turned into a month, as he underwent two open heart 
surgeries. The couple was so appreciative of the cardiac nurses who 
cared for him with compassion and professionalism, that they made a 
$3,000 Healing Hands Award tribute gift in their honor.

“While being in the hospital is never a place you want to find yourself, 
there is no other hospital or unit we would have rather been in,” says 
Mr. Haeussler. “We felt like part of something special. The nurses 
gave 100 percent every single day, and did it with a smile. Kindness 
abounded. This was care beyond expectation, and we are both humbled 
and awe-inspired by the team. We’ve made lifelong friends with our 
Gagnon 3 family.”

There was the attentive nurse who gave great comfort and a few giggles, which the couple so 
desperately needed. Nothing was too much trouble, and she continuously put them at ease. Then 
another nurse explained the medical jargon in simple terms, so they could make more informed 
decisions. Don’t forget the night nurse – a calm in the storm – whose demeanor and composure 
brought tranquility and quietude. His soothing voice was a godsend. And when Mr. Haeussler grew 
discouraged, yet another nurse reassured him that he would recover and return home. What’s 
more, his two nursing assistants brought an unsurpassed level of humanity, performing their 
duties with dignity and respect for their patient. And finally, the nurse who became the couple’s 
“guardian angel,” the one who brought them joy, belly laughs and tears of gratitude.  

But perhaps the most poignant nursing interaction came moments before Mr. Haeussler’s second 
surgery. As he was being wheeled into the operating room, his nurses lined up along the corridor. 
“Everyone gave Tom a high-five,” says Mrs. Haeussler. “They sang, clapped and cheered us on. 

Leave it to them to turn an awful situation into a party. It put us at ease knowing that our 
Gagnon family was behind us 100 percent, and we’d get through this. This small 

act of kindness made a huge impression on us. The love in Gagnon 
that day was palpable. It was a day neither of us will  

ever forget.”

And just as his nurse predicted, Mr. Haeussler did, 
indeed, heal and return home.

To honor one or more Morristown Medical Center team 
members with a Healing Hands Award, please visit  

www.f4mmc.org/donate. Simply check the Tribute box and 
include your personal message. 
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Healing Hands Award

To recognize the 
extraordinary care you 
or a loved one received 
at Morristown Medical 

Center from a clinician, 
please consider making 

a Healing Hands  
Award nomination. 
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Tom and Ann Haeussler (standing, center), surrounded by the Gagnon 3 nursing staff

A portion the Haeussler’s Healing Hands Award tribute gift honors Morristown 
Medical Center’s Soothing Paws® Pet Therapy Program, in recognition of the pet 

therapy dogs that brought bedside joy and laughter to the couple.
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Pictured right: Larger family-
friendly rooms feature  
sleep sofas and space  
for lifesaving equipment.

Dedication
FOLEY PICU
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Pictured left: (l-r) Paula and Bill Marino, 
Pediatrics Chair Dr. Walter Rosenfeld 
and Lynne Rosenfeld, Growing Forward 
Campaign Chairman Les Quick

  

Goryeb Children’s Hospital celebrated 
the Joan and Edward Foley Pediatric 
Intensive Care Unit ribbon cutting on 
Sept. 10 with festivities and tours.

Pictured left: (l-r) 
Carolyn and Jamie Foley, 
Noel and Kim Foley, 
Kathryn Foley Rafferty 
and Ryan Foley

Pictured below front: 
(l-r) Cole Porfido, Leslie 
Goryeb and Goryeb 
Philanthropy Council 
Co-Chair Rick Goryeb, 
Lynne and Jim Porfido, 
Jeanne and Joe Goryeb, 
Joey Goryeb, Anthony 
Roselli. Back: (l-r) Nick 
Goryeb, Kenny Goryeb 

Growing Forward Campaign


